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Assemblies 

Introduction  
 

Assemblies are an excellent way of reaching a wide audience at the school with the 

same messages and information. As well as an opportunity to present awards and prizes 

or announce upcoming active travel themed events, you might also be able to introduce 
and reinforce key messages of the programme such as health and activity or the 

environment.  

 

Linking your assembly to any schemes of work currently being delivered in the 

school will also help further reinforce learning whilst also highlighting the whole school 

approach to promoting active travel.  

Top tips 
 

 Make sure you know exactly how much time you have to deliver your assembly so 

you can fit everything in. Keeping to schedule might be less important in some 

schools than others 

 Make your assembly memorable by using props, doing demonstrations, or even 

organising a guest speaker - is there someone in the school community who uses a 

bike as part of their job such as a paramedic or police officer?  

 If you have a group of pupil ‘champions’, consider involving them in preparing and 

delivering an assembly 

 If there are staff who do not attend assemblies, make sure they know what the 

assembly is about and what the key messages are so that they can answer potential 

questions later 

 Be enthusiastic about what you are talking about as this will be the best way to 

engage and excite your audience 

 Depending on how your school organises assemblies, you may be talking to a wide 

range of ages. Think carefully about how you can make sure what you say is 
understood (and remembered) by everyone. 

 

Assembly ideas 
 

The following are intended to give you some ideas for themes you could run. These are 

relevant across ages with some tweaking of language and presentation style: 

 
1. Reasons to ride/walk/scoot  

Have a bag of different items and choose some volunteers to pick something out of the 

bag. Discuss what it represents as a reason to ride, scoot or cycle. Your bag could 

contain the following:  
  

 

School Mark criteria 
Bronze – B1 
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Assemblies 

 

2. Be bright 
Ask for three volunteers and give them each a bag of clothes. Give them three minutes 

to put on everything they can in their bag: one bag contains only black clothes (t shirt, 

scarf, hat, gloves), one contains colourful clothes (nothing reflective) and one contains 

clothes with reflective and fluorescent qualities (high vis jacket, lights, slap bands). 

 

Once they are dressed, ask questions and get the school to put their hands up to agree. 

For instance: 

 who is the best dressed to go out in the day? 

 who is the best dressed to go out at night?  

 what properties does the third volunteer’s clothes have? 

 

Many pupils think the bright clothes are good for dark nights (they actually don’t make 

much difference) so if the hall can be made really dark you can shine a light across 
the volunteers to highlight the role of reflective materials. 

 

At the end, put a couple of reflective things onto the pupil in black to show you can wear 

your normal clothes with the addition of a reflective strip or high visibility jacket. Also, 

encourage pupils to look at their own winter jackets and backpacks as many of them 

have a subtle bit of reflective trim somewhere on them. 

 

3. Security 
Introduce the idea of bike security and talk through using pictures of bikes that have 
been locked up effectively and ineffectively (you can take these pictures yourself in the 

school bike sheds or secure area). Ask questions about what constitutes good or bad 

security.  

 

Show a cheap cable lock and ask some of the audience to agree that it is real, then 

bring out some bolt cutters (or even cable cutters) and demonstrate how easy it is to cut 

through. Then take out a D-lock and repeat to show how much stronger they are. After 

the demonstration, discuss which lock to use and how to effectively lock up a bike. 

 

4. Greenhouse effect and CO
2
 emissions 

This assembly explores the reasons why the earth is heating up. Start by explaining 

that the earth has an atmosphere, made out of gases that help trap the right amount of 

heat to sustain life. But now excessive gases are trapping too much heat and the earth is 

warming up.  

 

Clock Cycling is faster than walking and often faster than driving 

Fluffy Heart Good exercise 

£10 Saves money free 

Jam jar full of toy cars Don't get stuck in traffic jam! 

Globe Good for the environment 

Smiley face FUN 
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Assemblies 

The aim of this assembly is to show that burning fossil fuels emits gases and 
contribute to the heating of the earth. Active travel can help alleviate this and hence 

what happens locally can contribute to positive global change. 

 

As a good and effective visual aid, use balloons to show how much carbon dioxide is 
emitted from various forms of travel. To demonstrate this, ask for volunteers and 

designate them each as a mode of travel – the child designated as the car will have a 

bugling balloon of air whilst the lift share, public transport and walk/cycle/scoot modes 

will be progressively smaller. You could use this assembly with a CO
2
 calculator (from 

the internet) to work out how much CO2 can be saved over certain distances.  

 

5. Fit for school/gym for free 
An assembly to show that exercise can form part of an everyday routine and is more 

than just PE. There are health benefits to riding, scooting and walking to school.  

 

Ask for a show of hands to the question ‘who does PE?’. Explore why exercise is good 

for you with a Q & A session. Next ask the question ‘how long does everyone exercise 
for?’. Encourage pupils to explore how their PE and other sports commitments on a daily 

basis contribute to this total. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Then ask ‘who exercises on the way to school?’. This can include walking, scooting, 

skating, skate boarding (N this might not be viewed by everyone as exercise). Highlight 

that this activity will contribute to your daily exercise total in addition to PE and other 

activities. 

 

You can deliver this assembly also using heart monitors to demonstrate the effects of 

exercise on heart rate and the health benefits of exercise, or simply find and count pulse 

rates on the wrist. 

 

6. A focus on a specific town or city 
Deliver an assembly with a focus on a specific town or city where active travel is 
common. For instance, use Amsterdam as the subject matter to highlight the benefits of 

cycling. Create a PowerPoint presentation with pictures of cyclists riding around the city 

– there are many on the internet, and show it to highlight the importance of the bicycle for 

Dutch residents and the benefits to the city and its residents .   

 

 

 

What are the current (2011) UK physical activity guidelines for children and young people? 
Guideline 1: All children and young people should engage in moderate to vigorous intensity physical 

activity for at least 60 minutes and up to several hours every day. 

Guideline 2: Vigorous intensity activities, including those that strengthen muscle and bone, should be 

incorporated at least three days a week. 

Guideline 3: All children and young people should minimise the amount of time spent being 

sedentary (sitting) for extended periods. 
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7. Stars who cycle 

This could be a good assembly to deliver where role models are used to outline the 

positive benefits of active travel. Pre-prepare some pictures of various celebrities riding a 

bicycle or scooter or walking around. A quick search on the internet will reveal a plethora 

of usable images of people from television, film, music and other industries. You could 

deliver your assembly with a number of focuses, or one of the following: 

 celebrities cycle and scoot – so can you! 

 look at how cool active travel is! 

 

You could deliver this assembly to launch a bike, scoot or walk to school week, awarding 

daily prizes for participants. 

 
8. Time and Oil 

This assembly attempts to explain the age of the earth compared to how long humans 

have lived on it and their subsequent reliance on oil as a relatively new phenomenon. The 

importance of the message is a reduction on our reliance of oil –  1/3 of its consumption 

being used for transportation.  

 

This is a visually driven assembly and so the use of good props will help to get your 

message across. You could use an unravelled toilet roll to illustrate the passage of time, 

with volunteers standing at strategic points along the side. You can ask where people 

think particular points in history are, for instance: 

 the creation of planet earth 

 the extinction of the dinosaurs 

 first life on earth. 

 

All the while you are explaining how oil is being made – this could be linked in with 

curriculum delivery. The overarching message from this assembly is how active travel can 

help reduce our reliance on fossil fuels 

 

 

This resource was produced by Sustrans to support schools to work independently to promote active and 

sustainable travel. Sustrans is the charity that’s enabling people to travel by foot, bike or public transport for 

more of the journeys we make every day. It’s time we all began making smarter travel choices. 

Make your move and support Sustrans today. 


